Proteomics, bioinformatics and targeted gene expression analysis reveals up-regulation of cochlin and identifies other potential biomarkers in the mouse model for deafness in usher syndrome type 1F
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Proteins and protein networks associated with cochlear pathogenesis in the Ames waltzer (av) mouse, a model for deafness in Usher syndrome 1F (USH1F), were identified. Cochlear protein from wild-type and av mice at postnatal day 30, a time point in which cochlear pathology is well established, was analyzed by quantitative 2D gel electrophoresis followed by mass spectrometry (MS). The analytic gel resolved 2270 spots; 69 spots showed significant changes in intensity in the av cochlea compared with the control. The cochlin protein was identified in 20 peptide spots, most of which were up-regulated, while a few were down-regulated. Analysis of MS sequence data showed that, in the av cochlea, a set of full-length isoforms of cochlin was up-regulated, while isoforms missing the N-terminal FCH/LCCL domain were down-regulated. Protein interaction network analysis of all differentially expressed proteins was performed with Metacore software. That analysis revealed a number of statistically significant candidate protein networks predicted to be altered in the affected cochlea. Quantitative PCR (qPCR) analysis of select candidates from the proteomic and bioinformatic investigations showed up-regulation of Coch mRNA and those of p53, Brn3a and Nrf2, transcription factors linked to stress response and survival. Increased mRNA of Brn3a and Nrf2 has previously been associated with increased expression of cochlin in human glaucomatous trabecular meshwork. Our report strongly suggests that increased level of cochlin is an important etiologic factor leading to the degeneration of cochlear neuroepithelia in the USH1F model.

INTRODUCTION

Usher syndrome is the most common cause of deafness and progressive vision loss in humans. It is clinically subdivided into types 1–3 based on the degree of deafness and the presence of vestibular dysfunction and the age of onset of vision loss due to retinitis pigmentosa. Usher syndrome type 1 (USH1) is the most severe form and is characterized by profound congenital hearing loss and vestibular dysfunction combined with pre-pubertal onset of retinitis pigmentosa (RP). In USH2 hearing loss is milder, the onset of RP is after puberty and vestibular function is unaffected. USH3 patients show progressive hearing loss and variable degrees of vestibular dysfunction. Mutations in different genes cause Usher type 1 phenotype, resulting in different subtype designations such as USH1C, 1D, -1E, -1F and -1G (1–8). For example, a mutation in the protocadherin 15 gene (PCDH15) causes USH1F (7–8). Mice carrying a mutation in Usher gene homologues serve as a good model to study ear disease in each subtype. The Ames waltzer (av) mouse harbors a mutation in Pcdh15 (4), and is a model for inner ear dysfunction in USH1F (USH1F) (3,5) and nonsyndromic deafness...
DFNB23 (2). Although the av mouse and other Usher mouse models have been available for many years, none of them have been utilized for inner ear proteomic studies. The analysis of global protein expression will assist in understanding the degenerative processes that take place in USH1F.

In the av model, hair cells develop, but the hair bundles fail to develop properly, rendering the cells non-functional. The hair cells in av mice show signs of degeneration as early as 10 days post-natal (P10) and reach a level of 90% degeneration by P30. Spiral ganglion cell degeneration is first noted around P30, and more than 90% of the cells are lost by P90 (9,10; Fig. 1). In the av model, supporting cells surrounding the hair cells also undergo degeneration, and most of the cells in the organ of Corti in all of the turns of the cochlea disappear by P150. The reason for this is not completely understood. Preventing the degeneration of the organ of Corti will be critical for the success of any therapy aimed at replacing the hair cells in the affected cochlea.

Proteins are the ultimate effector of phenotype, and have been shown to not always correlate very well with mRNA levels and, thus, should be studied directly (11). By analyzing global protein expression in av mice cochlea at a critical time point (P30) during the pathogenesis, we expect to discover protein networks and biomarkers associated with the degenerative process. Here, we employ proteomic, bioinformatic and targeted gene expression analyses to understand the pathogenic mechanisms in the av mouse cochlea of a mouse model for deafness in Usher syndrome type 1F. Our proteomic study revealed more than 40 protein candidates to be dysregulated in the av cochlea, including variations in the most abundant protein cochlin. Messenger RNA of Coch, as well as transcription factors with binding sites on the Coch gene promoter, was also up-regulated in the av cochlea. In addition to revealing important candidate proteins and networks, our investigation strongly suggests that the over expression of cochlin could be an important factor leading to the observed pathology in the USH1F model.

RESULTS
Differential expression of 69 protein spots detected in the av cochlea

Gels containing proteins from av mutant cochlea and sibling controls were scanned, and the images were uploaded into the DeCyder software. The analytic gel showed an average of 2270 (n = 4 gels) protein spots as shown in image analysis by DeCyder (Fig. 2). The separate images for each sample were compared within gels and across gels to determine the spots that changed significantly for the mutant versus wild type. Spots selected as having statistically significant differential expression were required to have fold changes of at least 1.1 or 1.5 (for P < 0.01), or at least 1.5 or 1.5 (for P < 0.05). Sixty-nine spots were found to pass this statistical threshold and were picked for sequencing analysis. Within these spots, 43 proteins were identified in the spots that were increased in intensity, and 26 proteins were identified in the spots where the intensity was reduced in the cochlea of av mice at P30 compared with controls of the same age (Supplementary Material, Table S1).
Of the spot intensities indicating increased expression in the mutant mouse cochleae, the fold-changes, or average ratio of mutant to wild type protein levels, ranged from 1.12 to 2.55, while those spots indicating decreased intensities had fold-changes that ranged from −1.12 to −1.6. For some spots, more than one protein was identified in the sequencing analysis ( Supplementary Material, Table S1). In these situations, the intensity change in the spot could not be unequivocally assigned to a single target. In other cases, the same protein was consistently identified in more than one spot. Some pertinent examples of identified proteins include the protein gelsolin, identified in three peptide spots, and the protein glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP), identified in two spots. Gelsolin had abundance changes (fold increases) ranging from 1.31 to 1.46, while GFAP had abundance changes ranging from 1.26 to 1.41 in av mouse cochleae compared with control samples (Supplementary Material, Table S1). Most significant was the data for the protein cochlin, encoded by coagulation factor C homolog (Coch), which was identified in 20 spots. The abundance changes for cochlin ranged from −1.59 to 2.22, depending on the particular protein spot examined ( Supplementary Material, Table S1).

**Cochlin is significantly up-regulated in the USH1F model cochlea**

In this study, a specific set of the gel spots identified as cochlin was significantly up-regulated (greater than 2-fold increase) in av mouse cochleae, whereas a second set of spots, at lower overall molecular weight and at a more acidic overall pI, was significantly down-regulated (greater than 1.5-fold decrease). Figure 3 shows 16 protein spots containing cochlin that were up-regulated (box 2) and 4 protein spots containing cochlin that were down-regulated (box 1). This raises the possibility that different isoforms of cochlin may have different roles or respond differently in the pathophysiology of the USH1F model. To assign some structural information to the multiple isoforms observed for cochlin, the tandem MS data for 19 spots were researched using MASCOT software (the data from spot 20 were not of sufficient quality to include in this analysis), and the peptides detected were mapped to the cochlin sequence and its relevant domains (Fig. 4). Figure 5 shows the 36 peptides that were identified in the MASCOT searches of the 19 spots with the sequence of each peptide, the MASCOT score and spot of origin indicated. These peptides cover ~80% of the total sequence of cochlin. Consensus glycosylation sites are expected at positions 102 and 223. No peptides containing residue 102 are observed, and two spots (962, 1005) show a peptide with residues 223–235. Other post-translational modifications such as phosphorylation, methylation and acetylation were not detected in any of the protein spots.

Typically, to reject a sufficient number of false-positive identifications when analyzing unknown spots, a high MASCOT score (e.g. over 60) is recommended. However, the presence of the cochlin protein in each of these spots is not in question as every spot has at least three peptides with MASCOT scores above 60. Thus, we can relax the search criteria to permit analysis of peptides with MASCOT scores that would be considered ‘low-scoring’ when using a full-database search. As expected, some peptides, based on their physico-chemical properties that are favorable for mass spectrometry identification, are consistently observed in nearly all the spots. For example, peptide 408–418 is observed in 17 spots, whereas peptide 458–464 is observed in all of the 19 spots. Other peptides are infrequently observed; for example, peptide 465–485 is observed in only two spots. Of course, 20% of the sequence is not observed at all. This is not necessarily due to these sequences being absent or less abundant; they may simply have unfavorable ionization and/or fragmentation characteristics compared with the more frequently observed peptides, or specific regions may be refractory to digestion.

The frequency of observing a MASCOT score of 10 or more for the 684 instances in Figure 5 (36 peptides × 19 spots) is 59%. However, the frequency of observed peptides is not evenly distributed. For example, the von Willebrand domain from residues 367–537 has a number of peptides with very high MASCOT scores. Alternatively, the N-terminal region of cochlin, representing residues 1 to 150–180 in the cochlin sequence (the first eight peptides), has fewer peptides with MASCOT scores above 10; the frequency for all 19 spots is only 18% of the 152 instances (8 peptides × 19 spots). Interestingly, none of the spots from box 1 in Figure 3 (the down-regulated spots) have any MASCOT identified peptides in the N-terminal region whatsoever. We examined whether this lack of MASCOT identified peptides, for these four spots, was significant. We used an unpaired t-test to compare the values of the mean number of peptides (for the first 8 peptides) with...
significant MASCOT scores for the first 15 spots (mean = 1.80) versus the number of peptides with significant MASCOT scores for the last 4 spots (mean = 0). This comparison gives a two-tailed \( P \)-value of 0.0095 (http://www.graphpad.com/quickcalcs/ttest1.cfm). Thus, the absence of MASCOT identified N-terminal peptides for the four spots from box 1 is considered very significant. Each of these four spots has a good MASCOT score for peptide 166–181, confirming that sequence including the first von Willebrand domain is present in these isoforms. The data suggest a hypothesis in which the four spots in box 1 represent cochlin isoforms missing the N-terminal LCCL domain while the spots in box 2 represent full-length cochlin, as they have identified peptides across the full gene sequence. This interpretation suggests that the level of cochlin, especially its full-length isoform, is up-regulated in the \( av \) model.

To help determine a cause of the increased cochlin levels detected by proteomic analysis, qPCR assays were performed on 30-day-old \( av \) and control mouse cochleae, and levels of Coch mRNA expression were examined. Coch mRNA transcript levels were found to be 2.35-fold higher in \( av \) mouse cochleae relative to control samples (Table 1). The \( \Delta \Delta Ct \) method was employed to calculate fold changes between

---

**Figure 4.** A schematic showing predicted domains of the cochlin protein and known mutations in patients with DFNA9. The predicted domains are signal peptide (SP), Limulus Factor C, Cochlin and Late gestation lung protein (Lg11) (LCCL), and two von Willebrand factor A-like domains (vWFA1 and 2). The cochlin protein in mice has 552 amino acid residues and shares ~94% sequence identity with the human ortholog. The domain structure is illustrated in Figure 4. The protein is secreted and has an SP followed by a region with homology to factor C in Limulus (FCH/LCCL). The remainder of the sequence includes two successive von Willebrand factor A-like domains (vWFA1 and vWFA2) that may function to bind collagen isoforms (52). The nine reported mutations in the N-terminal LCCL/FCH domain and three mutations in the C-terminus of cochlin associated with DFNA9 deafness are shown here (53). In addition, N-linked glycosylation sites were predicted to include residues N-102 and N-223.

**Figure 5.** Sequence of cochlin annotated by peptides identified in the database search. Peptides were detected from tryptic digests of 19 isoforms resolved on 2D gel by LC-MS/MS, followed by MASCOT search. Peptides detected are indicated by filling columns depending on ion score. The peptides in black and grey indicate the best match and non-best match for a corresponding query of MS spectrum, respectively.
Fold change:

Cochleae were found to have a 2.35-fold increase in \( D \) (normalized to its own internal control housekeeping gene GAPDH). A \( \Delta \Delta Ct \) and control samples. A fold change equals 2 \( (\Delta \Delta Ct) \). A higher \( \Delta Ct \) value represents lower gene expression.

The replicate \( \Delta Ct \) data from the qPCR assays involving \( Coch \) are found in Supplementary Material, Table S2. These results demonstrate that the increased levels of full-length cochlin protein detected in the \( av \) cochlea by proteomic analysis can be explained by increased transcription of the \( Coch \) gene.

### Protein–protein interaction networks

To utilize all the data obtained through proteomic analysis, every target identified in spots that exhibited statistically significant changes in Supplementary Material, Table S1 was entered into Metacore, a software program that generates protein–protein interaction networks from supplied target lists using curated literature data on protein interactions. The resulting sub-networks include a subset of the target proteins from Supplementary Material, Table S1 connected to each other through other proteins that are related based on the literature mining of the interactions database. These become proteins of interest in the examination of the biological basis of the phenotype. In this case, the analysis yielded seven statistically significant candidate protein networks based on mapping the targets; four of the candidate protein networks with the highest statistically significant \( P \)-values are discussed below (Table 2).

Candidate protein network 1 (\( P = 1.437e - 61 \); \( G \)-score = 46.6395), shown in Supplementary Material, Figure S1, is implicated in such processes as actin filament polymerization and depolymerization, microtubule cytoskeleton organization and biogenesis, protein folding, regulation of progression through the cell cycle and apoptosis. We used Metacore to extract a sub-network from network 1 based on protein–protein interactions that were well validated in the curated literature, e.g. were not from high-throughput screening data (Fig. 6A). The protein interactomics’ data annotation for this sub-network was done using the Metacore interpretation guidelines. A detailed description for this is given in the Figure 6 legends section. Briefly, identified nodes (based on the 2D DIGE data) and inferred nodes (found by the network analysis algorithm) are constrained to be connected by direct contact. Up- and down-regulation of the inferred nodes is then predicted upon the interpreted biochemical phenomenon. For example, on the periphery of sub-network 1 are seen a number of the targets detected in the 2D gel experiment (as evidenced by the large blue circle above the protein symbol). Connecting the targets in Figure 6A are signaling proteins SP1, SP3 and c-jun, which are all predicted to be increased in the \( av \) mouse, whereas c-myc is predicted to be decreased based on the logic of the network defined by the curated interactions database. This prediction comes from the fact that meaningful biological annotation for inferred nodes similar to the one made in Figure 6A is done by considering the cumulative effect of resulting interactions from the neighboring nodes on such inferred nodes. In Figure 6A, although the network object color of the inferred nodes is all red, each of the three nodes SP1, c-jun and SP3 is predicted to be up-regulated considering the net transcriptional control effect with SP1 and c-jun having more pronounced prediction of end-result of up-regulation. c-myc, on the contrary, receives a net down-regulatory prediction outcome due to the same network interpretation logic. This kind of careful annotation approach has to be resorted to, even in the case of more complex network architecture. SP1, the major hub of this sub-network, is a transcription factor that binds to GC box promoters and activates mRNA synthesis. c-jun, another interesting member of this pathway, is a transcription factor that, when up-regulated, has been implicated in cochlear apoptosis (13,14).

Candidate protein network 2 (\( P = 1.897e - 59 \); \( G \)-score = 46.5686), shown in Supplementary Material, Figure S2, is important in the cells’ response to oxidative stress, induction of apoptosis, electron transport, vasodilation and glycolysis. The sub-network derived from network 2 is shown in Figure 6B. In this pathway, levels of NF-kB, p53, caspase-3, HSF1 and AP-1 are predicted to be increased, while levels of GSK3\( \beta \), ERK and c-myc are predicted to be decreased in the \( av \) model versus wild-type cochleae. Two notable components in these extracted pathways are p53 and caspase-3. p53 is a tumor suppressor protein that plays an important role in the regulation of the cell cycle. Specifically, it functions as a checkpoint for progression from G1 to S. Increased levels of p53 lead to arrest of the cell cycle and cell death in cases of severe stress. Caspase-3 is involved in the activation cascade of caspsases that are responsible for the internal pathway of apoptosis. It is responsible for cleaving poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP), cleaving and activating sterol regulatory element binding proteins (SREBPs) and cleaving caspase-6, -7 and -9.

Candidate protein network 3 (\( P = 1.897e - 59 \); \( G \)-score = 48.3445), shown in Supplementary Material, Figure S3, is involved in phosphate transport, regulation of progression through the cell cycle, induction of apoptosis, actin filament polymerization and positive regulation of cell proliferation. The sub-network derived from network 3 is shown in Figure 6C. Protein levels of SP1, SMAD3 and caspase-3 in the sub-network are predicted to be increased in the \( av \) mouse model, whereas protein levels of c-myc, ERK and insulin are predicted to be decreased. SP1 and caspase-3 have briefly been discussed in networks 1 and 2, respectively. SMAD3 is another protein that serves to modulate transcription.
Validation of proteomic and bioinformatic analysis

To provide some validation of the proteomic analysis that was performed and the predictions that were given by Metacore, select candidates from this analysis were further scrutinized by focused testing. Namely, we performed qPCR analysis to measure the levels of p53 transcript in av mouse cochleae versus controls at day 30. Transcript levels of p53 were found to be consistently elevated by 38% (1.38-fold increase) in av mouse cochleae compared with controls at day 30 (Table 3). These results confirm the up-regulation of p53 predicted by Metacore analysis. qPCR experiments were also carried out to measure the transcript levels of two transcription factors, Nrf2 (Nfe2l2 gene) and Brn3a (Pou4f1 gene), that have roles in cell stress response and survival (15–18). Results of these qPCR experiments are shown in Table 3. Nrf2 and Brn3a transcript levels were shown to be increased by 11% (1.11-fold) and 71% (1.71-fold), respectively, relative to controls at P30. The replicate Ct data from the qPCR assays involving p53, Nrf2 and Brn3a are given in Supplementary Material, Table S3. It is important to note that the co-efficient of variation 0.00–0.02 (Tables 2 and 3) indicates negligible variation between replicates, indicating that the results are reliable and, therefore, biologically significant.

DISCUSSION

The role of cochlin

Supplementary Material, Table S1, listing proteins identified from differentially expressed spots in the USH1F model, provides an initial step in the development of a mouse auditory protein database. Of the proteins identified in multiple spots on the gel, cochlin was consistently identified in 20 spots, warranting further discussion. Cochlin, the encoded protein product of COCH, is a secreted protein whose function is not completely understood, but it is believed to have a role in the extracellular matrix (ECM) and the structure of the basilar membrane (19). Cochlin appears to have numerous isoforms with heterogeneity caused partly by N-glycosylation and proteolytic cleavage [as shown by the presence of the smaller isoforms after secretion into media of transfected cells but not in the cell pellets (20)], and potentially by alternative splicing as well (19,21). Robertson et al. (20) identified two major isoforms, a presumptive, full-length cochlin at 60 kDa and an isoform with the N-terminal FCH domain truncated with an apparent molecular weight.
Previous 2D gel work also identified a full-length isoform, as well as smaller isoforms that exhibited successive truncations at the N-terminus with MW values of the predominant isoforms seen at 44 and 40 kDa (22). Recent data have also indicated that the abundance of the full-length isoform decreases relative to the abundance of the N-terminally truncated form as a function of age in the rat with the full-length isoform predominant at day 24 but decreased relative to the truncated form at day 70 (23).

Cochlin was found to be the most abundant protein in the bovine inner ear (22), and more recently in the mouse and human cochleae (24), by proteomic analysis. Cochlin immunostaining is restricted to structures of mesodermal origin and is not found in neuroectodermally derived structures. The organ of Corti, neuronal cell bodies and central and peripheral axons lack cochlin (24). Mutations in COCH have been shown to cause DFNA9, an autosomal dominant disease characterized by nonsyndromic deafness with vestibular dysfunction (25). In DFNA9, cochlin was localized to insoluble, homogeneous eosinophilic deposits in the ECM (24). It is unknown whether the cochlin deposits are a primary cause or result of the pathologic state. Additionally, a 64 kDa isoform of cochlin interacts with Choline transporter-like protein 2 (CTL2), which is a multi-transmembrane protein expressed in inner ear supporting cells and is a target of antibody-induced hearing loss (26).

Cochlin is also a prominent target antigen in CD4\(^+\) T-cell mediated autoimmune hearing loss (27,28). Additionally, increased levels of cochlin have been found in the trabecular meshwork of glaucomatous mice and are presumed to have a causal role in the development of increased intraocular pressure and glaucoma (29). Cochlin is clearly involved in various pathologies of the inner ear and eye.

**Figure 6.** Sub-networks derived from Metacore analysis. (A)–(D) Detected and predicted proteins and other molecules in predicted interactions. The large blue circle above the protein symbol indicates targets detected in the 2D gel experiment. Proteins shown without this large blue circle are predicted to be present in the network by Metacore analysis. In the upper right quadrant of the proteins with the blue circle is smaller circle which indicates either up-regulation (red) or down-regulation (blue) of the protein in the av mouse compared with control. The symbol at the center of each large blue circle (directly above the protein letter symbol) represents the type of protein (i.e. kinase, receptor ligand, cell membrane protein etc.). The small red circle at the lower left of the identifying symbols refers to a network link termination due to expansion restrictions put when building such a network. The designations TR and B denote relationship labels such as transcription regulation (TR) and binding interaction (B). The line colors indicate the effect of interactions with red indicating down-regulation, green indicating up-regulation and grey indicating no effect. The solidity of the line color indicates the strength of the protein interactions. This explanation applies to all the network data shown here as well as those shown in Supplementary Material. (A) Sub-network derived from network 1. c-Jun, SP1 and SP3 levels are predicted to be increased whereas c-myc levels are predicted to be decreased. (B) Sub-network derived from network 2. Protein levels of NF-kB, p53, caspase-3, HSF1 and AP-1 and second messenger molecule H\(_2\)O\(_2\) are predicted to be increased. Protein levels of GSK3 beta, ERK, c-myc are predicted to be decreased. (C) Sub-network derived from network 3. Protein levels of SP1, SMAD3 and caspase-3 are predicted to be increased. Protein levels of c-myc, ERK and insulin are predicted to be decreased. (D) Sub-network derived from network 4. Protein levels of SP1, OCT-1, HNF1-alpha and histone H4/3 are predicted to be increased. Protein levels of c-myc and eNOS are predicted to be decreased.
with control mouse cochleae. Cochleae were found to have a 1.38-fold increase in Coch (normalized to its own internal control housekeeping gene GAPDH). A value (an average value) was obtained by averaging and comparing AV-3J and control samples. A fold change equals $2^{\Delta \Delta C_{t}}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AV-3J #1</th>
<th>AV-3J #2</th>
<th>AV-3J #3</th>
<th>NC #1</th>
<th>NC #2</th>
<th>NC #3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NFE2L2</td>
<td>28.73</td>
<td>26.90</td>
<td>27.07</td>
<td>27.00</td>
<td>26.90</td>
<td>26.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POU4F1</td>
<td>33.83</td>
<td>32.90</td>
<td>32.90</td>
<td>33.87</td>
<td>33.17</td>
<td>32.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAPDH</td>
<td>26.03</td>
<td>23.53</td>
<td>24.40</td>
<td>23.87</td>
<td>24.20</td>
<td>22.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. qPCR analysis of candidate genes

Protein network analysis

Of the networks generated by Metacore, networks 1 and 2 deserve particular mention. Network 1 has the highest $P$-value and G-score of the generated candidate networks. One particular protein in this network, the transcription factor c-jun, has been implicated in cochlear apoptosis in the setting of noise exposure (13) and hair cell apoptosis in the setting of neomycin toxicity (14). This is very interesting, especially considering that caspase-3 and p53 (two other proteins involved in apoptosis), are key proteins in network 2.
Of even greater significance is that c-jun inhibitors, such as D-JNK-1, have been shown to prevent hair cell death caused by gentamicin and electrode insertion trauma (34). Additionally, all-trans retinoic acid, a known inhibitor of the JNK signaling pathway, has been shown to inhibit apoptosis (35) and recover hearing loss due to noise exposure (36) in mice. The fact that c-jun has been shown to be involved in the apoptotic pathway leading to hair cell death in noise exposure, ototoxicity and trauma makes it an interesting candidate biomarker and therapeutic target for USH1F.

Network 2 has the second highest P-value and G-score of the candidate networks. It has two proteins, caspase-3 and p53, in its extracted sub-network that are known to be involved in the cells’ response to stress and the initiation of apoptosis. Caspase-3 has been shown to be involved in the apoptotic pathways that result from noise-induced hearing loss (37) and from cisplatin ototoxicity (38). In fact, the caspase-3 inhibitor, z-DEVD-fmk, has been shown to prevent hearing loss in guinea pigs treated with ototoxic concentrations of cisplatin (38). p53 has been implicated in initiating apoptosis in cochlear and vestibular hair cells exposed to cisplatin and other stresses. Pifithrin-α, a synthetic inhibitor of p53, has been shown to protect hair cells from the toxic effects of cisplatin (39). This inhibitor may hold promise in the setting of USH1F early in development to prevent the death of hair cells and subsequent degeneration of spiral ganglion neurons.

Another interesting candidate biomarker for USH1F is the protein gelsolin, which was shown to be up-regulated in av cochleae when compared with controls. Gelsolin is a known substrate of caspase-3 and may serve as a marker of apoptosis and the subsequent morphologic changes in mutant cochleae (40). Alternatively, it has also been shown that gelsolin may help prevent apoptosis, and thus may represent a compensatory response to neurosensory degeneration in the inner ear (41). Gelsolin concentration in cerebrospinal fluid from patients with certain neurologic disorders has been shown to be altered and may serve as an important diagnostic biomarker (42). Additionally, GFAP, which is normally expressed in supporting cells (43), was shown to be up-regulated in av cochleae and may serve as a marker of a compensatory response before the supporting cells degenerate in the USH1F model. Serum-GFAP has been shown to be up-regulated in cases of cerebral hemorrhage (44) and traumatic brain injury (45) and may indeed serve as a marker of clinical severity in USH1F.

The four candidate networks described in this study provide the initial framework for elucidating the pathways involved in hair cell and spiral ganglion cell degeneration. If either of these cell types can be spared, then it may be possible to prevent complete deafness or restore hearing (e.g. using cochlear prostheses) to patients with USH1F and other hearing disorders.

A thorough analysis of the four candidate networks revealed several proteins or molecules whose levels are either predicted to be elevated or depressed in av mouse cochleae, an important model for deafness in USH1F. Proteins and other molecules with predicted increased expression include NF-kB, p53, collagens 1 and 2, SP1, Ca2+, c-jun, SP3, caspase-3, HSF1, AP-1, SMAD3, GCN5, OCT-1, HNF-1 and 2, histone and H2O2. Proteins with predicted decreased expression include PXR, c-fos, ESR1, c-myc, GSK3 beta, ERK, insulin, CDK2, eNOS and STAT3. In addition to cochlin, which was detected by MS, a number of these molecules may serve as useful biomarkers for the diagnosis or progression of USH1F, or hearing diseases in general. Future studies will be needed to confirm the value of these candidate biomarkers.

Role of p53 in the degenerative process

p53, as described above, is a tumor suppressor protein that has the ability to activate DNA repair enzymes, initiate apoptosis and serve as a checkpoint for G1/S transition in the cell cycle. The transcript levels of p53, as determined by qPCR, were shown to be consistently increased in av mouse cochleae on day 30, when 90% of the hair cells have degenerated and the spiral ganglion cells are starting to degenerate. It thus appears that p53 has a central role in hair cell degeneration and in initiating apoptosis in spiral ganglion cells. p53 inhibitors such as pifithrin-α may have therapeutic value in USH1F and should be examined in future studies. The fact that transcripts of Bmi3α, another transcription factor associated with cell stress response and survival, were elevated in the USH1F model at 30 days provides additional support for the role of the stress response in the USH1F model at this time point. As discussed above, the elevation in the levels of these transcripts may play a role in the cochlin up-regulation that was detected by proteomic analysis (30).

In summary, this study provides both relevant and important information about global protein expression in the cochlea of the USH1F mouse model for deafness, and it serves as a guide for future studies of USH1F. Since other mouse models for deafness in Usher syndrome type 1 (e.g. USH1B, 1C and 1D) show a similar degenerative profile as the USH1F model, namely the loss of hair cells followed by the loss of spiral ganglion cells, the proteomic analysis reported here may also be useful for other subtypes of Usher syndrome type 1.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Sample preparation**

*Mice.* The Ames waltzer (av) mouse, a model for deafness in USH1F and DFNB23, harbors a mutation in the Pcdh15 gene (*Pcdh15*). In our previous work, we characterized different mutations in *Pcdh15* (or alleles of *Pcdh15*) including *Pcdh15*<sup>av-Tg</sup> and *Pcdh15*<sup>av-3J</sup> (4,9,10). The protein coded by *Pcdh15* (PCDH15) is predicted to be a transmembrane protein. *Pcdh15*<sup>av-Tg</sup> and *Pcdh15*<sup>av-3J</sup> alleles are presumed to be functional null alleles because mutation in these alleles is predicted to code for Pcdh15 protein lacking the entire transmembrane domain and all of the cytoplasmic domains (4). *Pcdh15*<sup>av-Tg</sup> allele arose in and is maintained in the FVB/N background, whereas *Pcdh15*<sup>av-3J</sup> allele arose in and is maintained in the C57BL/6J (B6) background. B6 background carries a mutation in cadherin 23, which is associated with age-related hearing (Ahl) loss; to avoid this confounding factor, we used *Pcdh15*<sup>av-Tg</sup> in the FVB/N background for this study. The use of mice was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at Case Western Reserve University.
Mouse tissue harvest. After euthanasia, mouse heads were severed, wrapped in aluminum foil and frozen in −80°C for 1 min. This allowed for the rapid cooling of tissue in the head, including the inner ear. Working quickly through dissection, the brain was removed. The temporal bone was placed on a pre-chilled petri dish, and the brain cavity was bathed with ice-cold wash buffer (5 mM magnesium acetate, 10 mM Tris, pH 8.0). The petri dish was placed under the dissection microscope, and the cochlea was dissected from both ears (under 5 min) and transferred to a microfuge tube containing 1 ml of ice-cold wash buffer. The tube was inverted a few times to wash off blood or tissue debris sticking to the cochlea. The tissue was then transferred to a dry tube (pre-chilled on ice) and stored at −20°C for later use (protein extraction). We found these steps to be important to minimize protein degradation and obtain consistent yields from small tissue such as cochlea.

Protein sample preparation. Normal and affected cochleae of 30-day-old mice were used in this study. The cochleae from three normal or av mice (6 cochleae) were pooled to have a sufficient amount of protein to run a gel. In total, cochleae from 24 mice (12 wild type and 12 mutants) were used to run four gels. The cochleae were harvested from the animal as rapidly as possible and placed on a petri dish containing ice-cold lysis buffer and excess tissue surrounding the cochlea was removed under a dissection microscope. The tissue was then transferred to a dry tube (pre-chilled on ice) and stored at −20°C for later use (protein extraction). We found these steps to be important to minimize protein degradation and obtain consistent yields from small tissue such as cochlea.

2D gel electrophoresis

The protein samples were labeled with Cydyes (spectrally resolvable fluorophores) and multiplexed on gels using the 2D DIGE system, which has previously been described by our group and others (46–48). This system allows the simultaneous analysis of up to three distinct samples and contains an internal standard when one of the CyDyes is used to label a pooled sample, containing a proportional amount of each sample in the experiment. This helps to account for variations in protein loading during the image analysis step. Image analysis was performed using 50 μg protein samples labeled by LC-MS (2). It should be noted that the 2D DIGE method, although it provides a very precise measure of relative abundance, has a few limitations. Generally, only proteins in the highest 25% of abundance are typically detected by the method. Often, biological regulatory proteins of interest may be of low abundance and can be missed in the analysis. Also, membrane proteins are generally poorly represented in 2D gels, as are highly basic proteins (49,50).

First dimension. Each Cydye (Cy2, Cy3 and Cy5) was reconstituted in N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), and a 400 pmol quantity was used to label 50 μg of protein at a pH of 8–9. The pooled internal standard (PIS) described above was labeled with Cy2, whereas normal and affected cochlea samples were labeled with either Cy3 or Cy5. Cy3 and Cy5 were alternately swapped for normal and affected cochlea on subsequent samples to eliminate dye-specific effects that may bias image analysis. Labeling of the protein samples was performed in the dark for 30 minutes, followed by quenching of the reaction by 10 mM lysine. Labeled protein samples were mixed with 2× sample buffer [8 mM urea, 2% dithiothreitol (DTT), 4% CHAPS, 2% Pharmalyte] and placed on ice for 10 min. The samples were then loaded onto non-linear 3–10 Immobiline DryStrips (GE Healthcare), placed in a strip holder, and focused with an IPGphor system following a step gradient protocol ranging from 30 to 8000 volts for 27 h. The strips were stored at −80°C until second dimension analysis was performed. Also, for the protein identification experiment, two pooled, unlabeled 350 μg samples were focused and stored individually until they could be separated in the second dimension on different gels for the purpose of spot excision. The unlabeled sample was stained with Deep Purple gel stain (GE Healthcare).

Second dimension. The Ettan DALT Twelve apparatus was used for separation by molecular weight. The stored DryStrips were rehydrated in 10 ml of re-equilibration buffer [8 mM urea, 100 mM Tris–HCl (pH 6.8), 30% glycerol, 1% SDS] along with 20 mM DTT and 45 mg/ml iodoacetamide, respectively, for 10 min each in two separate steps. Afterward, the Dry-Strips were placed on a 12.5% polyacrylamide gel between two glass plates submerged in running buffer (40% acrylamide- Bis, 150 mM Tris, 10% SDS, 10% APS, 10% TEMED, along with a few crystals of bromophenol blue), and then covered with a 0.5% agarose solution. Separation occurred at 15°C at 0.5 watts/gel, and then 1.0 watts/gel for 15 h, and was stopped when the bromophenol dye reached the bottom of the gel.

Gel fixing. Gels used for spot excision were previously fixed to one of the glass plates covering the gel with silane (GE Healthcare). After the experiment had stopped, the gels were fixed with 50% methanol and 7.5% acetic acid.

Image analysis

The Typhoon 9400 variable mode imager (GE Healthcare) was used to scan the gels. Laser lights specific for each CyDye fluorophore excitation wavelength were used so that each fluorophore would be excited separately (Fig. 2). An
initial tuning was performed at a resolution of 1000 μm, after which a final scan at a 100 μm resolution was performed. Gels to be used for spot excision were stained with Deep Purple stain as described above, imaged using 532/560 wavelength light, and then stored in the dark at 4°C. After imaging each gel for the three fluorophores, the images were imported into the imaging analysis software DeCyder (GE Healthcare) for spot detection, spot matching (intra-gel) and determination of statistically significant biological variation (inter-gel).

Spot detection, spot matching (intra-gel) and determination based on the measurement of relative abundance change after background subtraction and normalization to the internal standard. A statistically significant spot has a mean fold change greater than or equal to ±50%, for a paired t-test P-value of less than or equal to 0.05, or greater than or equal to ±10%, for a paired t-test P-value of less than or equal to 0.01. A manual check was performed on each statistically significant spot to ensure that it was likely a protein spot and not a gel artifact. After passing statistical significance and the manual check, a protein spot pick list was created and exported to the software controlling the Ettn robotic spot picker (GE Healthcare). The spots were excised with a 3 mm core and placed in a 96-well plate for digestion.

In-gel digestion

The excised gel spots were washed in 50 μl of both 25 mM ammonium bicarbonate (ABC) and 50% acetonitrile (ACN) for 10 min in quadruplicate. A volume of 10 mM dithiothreitol (DTT) prepared fresh in 30 μl of 25 mM ABC was added to each gel spot well. The samples were incubated at 56°C for 45 min and then cooled at room temperature for 20 min. The DTT was removed, and 30 μl of 55 mM iodoacetamide (IAM) was added to each gel spot well. The samples were then incubated at room temperature in the dark for 45 min. Following the incubation, the IAM was removed and the samples were washed in 50 μl of both 25 mM ABC and 50% ACN. Excised gel spots were covered with 10 μl of a 100 ng trypsin solution, incubated at room temperature for 10 min, immersed with 15 μl of 25 mM ABC and placed in a 37°C water bath overnight for protein digestion. The reaction was quenched the following day by adding 7 μl of 1% (final concentration) formic acid. The digested peptides were extracted by adding 30 μl of 50% ACN/5% formic acid, and then submitting the samples to vortexing for 30 min, centrifugation and then sonication for 5 min.

Mass spectrometry and database software

An LTQ mass spectrometer (Thermo Electron Corp., Bremen, Germany) equipped with an Ettn MDLC (GE Healthcare) was used to analyze most samples by tandem MS. A Finnigan LTQ FT hybrid mass spectrometer (Thermo Electron Corp.) operating in a positive ion mode was used to run six samples. A volume of 2.5 μl of tryptic peptides were desalted on a C-18 pre-column (PepMap 100, 300 × 5 μm particle size, 100 Å, Dionex), then separated on a reverse phase column (C-18, 75 μm × 150 nm, 3 μm, Dionex) using mobile phase A (0.1% formic acid) and B (84% acetonitrile, 0.1% formic acid) with a linear gradient of 2% per min, beginning with 100% A. Peptides were subsequently infused at a flow rate of 100 nl/min via a Pico Tip emitter (New Objective, Inc., Woburn, MA, USA) at a voltage of 1.8 kV. Mass spectra were recorded in the ion trap, and MS2 spectra were acquired for the five most intense ions in the LTQ employing collision energy of 35 eV and an isolation width of 2.5 Da.

A search against an indexed mouse peptide database was performed using Bioworks version 3.2 (Thermo Electron Corp.) employing the SEQUEST software. A peptide mass tolerance of 2.5 Da and a fragment tolerance of 1.0 Da were used in the search. Search parameters included complete carboxyamidomethylation of cysteine, partial methionine oxidation and two missed cleavage sites. Statistically significant peptides had a P-value of <0.001, and cross correlation (Xcorr) values of 1.9, 2.5 and 3.0 for 1+, 2+ and 3+ ions, respectively. The protein probability cutoff was P < 0.001, and each ‘hit’ necessarily required at least three peptides for consideration, with rare exceptions for low-molecular-weight proteins. The theoretical pI and molecular weight were compared with the observed values on the gel image for each peptide that had not been filtered out by the search parameters. Post-translational modifications and cleavage products for the 19 cochlin-containing spots were re-searched against the rodent NCBInr database using MASCOT v.2.1.03 (51). Searches were performed with carboxyamidomethylation of cysteine, with partial oxidation of methionine, with up to three missed cleavages allowed, and with mass tolerance of 1.5 and 0.8 Da for MS and MS/MS, respectively. The data are illustrated in Figure 5 with relative shading; MASCOT scores from 10 to 20 provide the least dark shading while those with a score of 60 or more are darkest.

Network analysis

We used Metacore from GeneGo Inc. (version 4.6 build 12332) to search for protein–protein interaction networks. We imported all targets from Supplementary Material, Table S1 and the corresponding mean fold change values represented by the significantly changing proteins identified in our experiments. We used the ‘Analyze Network’ feature in MetaCore to build our networks; 70 targets were mapped in the software and subsequently analyzed. This option is selective for networks most saturated with the targets in our import list, and it returns an array of unbiased small networks that are likely to be statistically significant and biologically relevant, the two possibilities we wanted to assess (52,53). Pre-filtering options were species (mouse) and tissue (cochlea). Networks generated were sorted by P-value and G-score. The P-value is based on the level of saturation of each sub-network with proteins from the original user selected set. The G-score is used to downgrade networks that result from proteins with data values being assembled around nodes with high degree (many interactions to a gene) without protein data values. Therefore, in general, sub-networks with high positive G-scores would be highly saturated with the uploaded list while excluding high degree nodes without data values. Only manually curated evidence for interactions were considered, and networks were limited to 50 nodes or less. We chose the top four networks from the search results as ranked by both G-score and P-value. MetaCore is proprietary.
software. More information about this software can be obtained from www.geneego.com.

qPCR of cochlin, p53, Nrf2 and Brn3a

Normal and affected mice were euthanized and cochlea were dissected and stored at −80°C immediately. Total RNA was isolated by Trizol (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Extracted RNA was quantified with a NanoDrop spectrophotometer, and RNA quality analyzed using Agilent Bioanalyzer with RNA Nano Chip 6000. Reverse transcription was performed with SABiosciences (Frederick, MD, USA) RT2 First Strand Kit (C-03), which contains an effective genomic DNA elimination step and a built-in external RNA control. RNA input was 1000 ng per RT reaction. qRT-PCR was performed on the cDNA templates generated in an iCycler Bio-Rad in 96 well format in a volume of 24 μl per reaction. SYBR green dye was used for the qPCR assay. Primer catalog numbers used from SABiosciences are PPM26157A for Cochlin, PPM34723A for Brn3a, PPM24614A for Nrf2, PPM2931B for TRP53 (p53) and PPM02946A for GAPDH (used as an internal control). The amount of cDNA template in each reaction was equivalent to 10 ng of input RNA. Assays were performed in triplicate. Data analysis was performed via Excel. The ΔΔCt method was employed to calculate fold changes between each normal sample and its paired affected sample (12). ΔCt represents normalized gene expression level (normalized to its own internal control housekeeping gene GAPDH). ΔCt for test and control samples were averaged and compared to obtain the ΔΔCt value (an average value). CV, or coefficient of variation, is calculated using the formula STDEV/average.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Supplementary Material is available at HMG online.
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